We analyze the dependence of attosecond streaked photoelectron spectra and photoemission time delays from valence band (VB) and 2p core-level (CL) states of a single-crystalline Mg(0001) thin film on the (i) modeling of the substrate electronic structure, (ii) electron mean free path (MFP), (iii) screening of the near-infrared (NIR) streaking laser field, and (iv) chirp of the attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse. Our quantum-mechanical numerical simulations predict streaked photoemission spectra that depend sensitively on the XUV chirp and weakly on the screening of the streaking laser field by the substrate. They furthermore show that streaking time delays for VB emission are relatively insensitive to the modeling of the initial quantum states, electron MFP, and NIR skin depth of the Mg substrate, in contrast to the stronger dependence of streaking time delays for 2p CL emission on these factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The time scale for the electronic motion in matter is typically one atomic unit (1 a.u. = 24 as = 24 × 10 −18 s). During the past decade, table-top laser systems have become available for the attosecond (as) time-resolved investigation of the ultrafast electronic dynamics in atoms [1, 2] and solid surfaces [3, 4] . The dominant enabling technique for such attosecond experiments employs streaked photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy. In this technique, an attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse is employed to photoemit electrons into the electric field of a synchronous delayed femtosecond (fs) near-infrared (NIR) laser pulse [5] . Variation of the relative time delay τ between the XUV and NIR pulses allows for the measurement of "NIR-streaked" PE spectra. In these spectra XUV PE emission from a particular state of the target atom or surface is mapped to a "streaking trace", i.e., an oscillatory change of the recorded PE kinetic energy as a function of τ with the period of the NIR laser pulse. Thus streaked PE spectra yield both temporal and spectral information on emitted PE wave packets [6] [7] [8] . By comparing the temporal (i.e., phase) shift of the streaking traces for photoemission from two initial states with different binding energies, an apparent relative photoemission delay τ can be determined by analyzing a single streaked PE spectrum. This is usually achieved by first spectrally averaging individual streaking traces, so that τ can be obtained as the temporal shift between the centers of energy of the two streaking traces. With this method, apparent relative photoemission delays for the streaked XUV emission from different levels of isolated atoms in the gas phase [1] and energy bands in solid surfaces [3, 4] of the order of several tens of attoseconds [1, 3] or less [4] have been measured.
While this state-of-the-art experimental technique can explore ultrafast electronic dynamics in atoms and solids on the attosecond time scale, the exact theoretical description and thorough understanding of the laser-assisted XUVphotoionization process is challenging and has been a subject of significant controversy over the past few years. Several independent theoretical approaches [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , that are based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) and include multielectron correlation at various levels of approximation, all significantly underestimate the measured relative delay τ 2s−2p = 21 ± 5 as [1] between photoemission from 2s and 2p levels of isolated neon atoms.
The exact quantitative description of photoemission from solid surfaces is more complicated than for isolated atoms due to their complex electronic band structure [3, 14, 15] , elastic and inelastic collisions of photoreleased electrons inside the solid [16] [17] [18] , the screening of the NIR streaking field in the solid [17, 18] , and surface and bulk plasmon excitations [19, 20] . In the TDSE approach of Kazansky and Echenique [17] , the valence-band (VB) initial states are modeled in terms of a "Chulkov potential" [21] and the corelevel (CL) initial states by combined Chulkov and Yukawa potentials. Chulkov potentials are effective single-activeelectron potentials that are adjusted to density-functional calculations and able to reproduce the measured valence-band electronic structure of solid surfaces [21] . The combination of Chulkov and Yukawa potentials provides sufficient flexibility to reproduce the CL electronic structure of solids at reasonable accuracy, with enhanced wave-function amplitudes at the surface atomic layer for the energetically highest levels within the narrow CL bands [22] . More elementary single-activeelectron-approximation (SAE) representations for the initial states in the streaked XUV photoemission from metal surfaces employ a "jellium" potential for the VB [23, 24] and isolated atomic wave functions localized at the lattice points for the narrow CL bands ("zero-bandwidth model") [18, 25] . In the jellium approach, the valence electronic spectrum of metal surfaces is modeled by a parametrized potential, and the attractive force of the positive lattice-centered ionic cores on the SAE is averaged to yield a spatially homogenous positive charge background inside the solid [23] .
Even though the modeling of the surface electronic structure in terms of Chulkov and Yukawa potentials is expected to be more accurate than the use of jellium and separated single-atom potentials centered at the lattice points of the substrate, both approaches [17, 18] could explain the measured large relative delay τ V B−4f = 110 ± 70 as between photoemission from VB and 4f CL band electrons from W(110) surfaces [3] . In calculations with energy-independent electron mean free paths (MFPs), this appeared to provide evidence for the very different degree of spatial localization of initial VB and CL wave functions being a major determinant of the relative photoemission time delay, while other characteristics of VB and CL appeared to matter comparatively little [26] .
Interestingly, however, while the facts that CL wave functions are localized at the lattice points and VB wave functions tend to be delocalized over the entire substrate cooperate with the measured relative delay τ V B−4f for W(110) surfaces, the interpretation of relative time delays in surface photoemission in terms of initial-wave-function-localization characters was very recently challenged by streaked photoemission experiments of Neppl et al. [4, 27] with Mg(0001) surfaces. Even though magnesium more closely resembles an ideal free-electron metal (with completely delocalized VB wave functions and a large difference in CL and VB wave-functionlocalization character) than tungsten, Neppl et al. measured a much smaller relative delay of only τ V B−2p = 5 ± 20 as between the streaked XUV photoemission from the VB and 2p CL band of a Mg(0001) surface than the relative delay of 110 ± 70 as reported earlier by Cavalieri et al. [3] for W(110). Within a one-dimensional TDSE approach, modeling the initial electronic states in terms of SAE Chulkov and Yukawa potentials, Borisov et al. [28] were able to reconcile this discrepancy. By adjusting the contributions of resonant interband and nonresonant surface photoemission, they showed that their model can reproduce the relative photoemission delays τ V B−4f and τ V B−2p measured on W(110) and Mg(0001) surfaces, respectively. In particular, they found that resonant interband transitions of VB electrons reduce τ V B−2p and predicted τ V B−2p ≈ 16 as assuming dominant resonant transitions.
In an independent approach, within an improved strongfield-approximation (SFA) model, employing Chulkov and Yukawa potentials to represent the initial quantum state in the photoemission process, realistic energy-dependent MFP values, and a small adjusted value for the NIR skin depth, we recently reproduced the value of τ V B−2p measured by Neppl et al. [22] . Our quantum-mechanical results indicate that the 2p photoemission delay is sensitive to both, MFP and NIR skin depth, while the VB photoemission delay is almost independent of the MFP and skin depth. This is in conflict with a classical heuristic model, which assumes that the streaking field disappears inside the metal (vanishing skin depth) and interprets accumulated photoemission time delays as the average travel time of PEs over a distance to the surface equal to the electronic MFP [3, 4] .
Streaked photoemission spectra of metal surfaces and, in particular, relative photoemission delays, are sensitive observable quantities that are influenced by (i) details of the complex interactions of the XUV and NIR pulse with the substrate, (ii) material properties (such as the XUV and NIR dielectric response and elastic and inelastic electron scattering), and (iii) the dispersion of the released PE wave packet. In this work we thus significantly extend our previous study of photoemission from metal surfaces [22] and present a systematic investigation of the dependence of streaked photoemission spectra and relative photoemission delays on the modeling of the quantum-mechanical initial states, the chirp of the XUV attosecond pulse, the electronic MFP, and the screening of the streaking laser field. We organized this paper in the following way. Following this introduction, we discuss our numerical model in Sec. II. We subdivided Sec. II into a description of our general framework for the calculation of photoemission yields (Sec. II ) and our modeling of VB initial states (Sec. II B) and CL initial states (Sec. II C). Section III contains our numerical results for photoemission from VB states (Sec. III A), CL states (Sec. III B), and relative photoemission delays, τ V B−2p , for single-crystalline magnesium (Sec. III C). Our conclusion follows in Sec. IV. We use atomic units and relate electronic levels and PE kinetic energies to the Fermi level throughout this work unless stated otherwise.
II. NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Transition amplitude for streaked photoemission
We employ a quantum-mechanical approach based on the SFA to calculate streaked photoemission spectra from metal surfaces [18, 22] . In this approach the electron is liberated from an initial Bloch state k i (r,t) [29] into a NIR field-dressed final continuum state k f (r,t) by absorbing a single XUV photon. The photoemission transition amplitude in the dipole-length gauge and to first order in the electric field E X of the XUV pulse is then given by
We assume the linear polarization direction of the XUV and IR pulses to coincide with the surface normal, approximating grazing incidence of both pulses in the experiment [3, 4] and associate the surface normal with the z axis of our coordinate system. The dipole-length-gauge interaction emphasizes large distances [30] . It is thus appropriate for large distances z > 0 on the vacuum side of the metal-vacuum interface where our approximate representation of the true final-state wave function in terms of a "Volkov" wave function (see below) is more accurate than for small distances [31] . Our use of the dipole-length gauge is furthermore motivated by length-gauge SFA calculations for atomic ionization processes matching exact numerical calculations [32] . Regardless of the particular gauge used, the dipole approximation is applicable inside the solid for two reasons. First, even though the wavelength of the XUV pulse is comparable to the thickness of the Mg(0001) film in our numerical applications in Sec. III, contributions to the transition amplitude are effectively limited to small distances z < 0 inside the solid. This is due to our use of physically motivated damping factors in the final PE states (see below). The second reason is linked to the XUV wave vector k X being perpendicular to the surface normal (e z ) in our numerical applications such that the exponential e ik X ·e z = 1, while the breakdown of the dipole approximation would require e ik X ·e z = 1 [33] . Assuming translation invariance of the substrate-electronic structure in the surface (x − y) plane, we write the VB and CL initial-state wave functions as 
The damping factor
is related to the metal-vacuum-interface position z i and electron MFP λ. The parameter λ accounts for elastic and inelastic electronic collisions during the propagation of the PE inside the solid. is the unit step function. p = k f, is the surface projection of the electron initial kinematic momentum p = (p ,p z ) and E = k 2 f,z /2 the final kinetic energy of the PE. Under these assumptions (1) becomes
with the dipole matrix element
The nonperturbative interaction of the released PE with the NIR field E L (z,t) is taken into account in the z-dependent Volkov phase φ k f,z . In a semiclassical approach, we calculate φ k f,z approximately, based on classical PE trajectoriesz(t ,τ ) with initial positionsz(t,τ ) = z and initial momenta
at the ionization times t. This yields
where
follow from Newton's equations for the classical PE motion. The streaked photoemission probability is obtained by incoherently summing over all occupied initial states,
The center of energy (COE) as a function of τ is calculated by averaging P (E,τ ) over the spectral range of a given streaking trace according to
We use the laser parameters of the experiment [4] . The XUV pulse,
has the pulse length τ X = 435 as, photon energy ω X = 118 eV, and linear chirp rate β. The NIR pulse electric field E L = −∂A L /∂t is assumed to be screened at the surface, with skin depth δ L , and to decay exponentially inside the solid, starting at the metal-vacuum interface, according to the damping function
The position-dependent screened NIR pulse is thus given by
with
E L,0 corresponds to the peak intensity of the NIR pulse and t = t − τ . ϕ is the carrier-envelope phase (CEP), τ L = 5 fs, and ω L = 1.5 eV. For delays τ > 0 between the centers of the XUV and NIR pulse envelopes, the XUV pulse precedes the NIR pulse.
B. Emission from valence-band states
Jellium model
We consider a row of 31 magnesium atoms separated by the Mg(0001) interlayer spacing a s = 4.923 = 2.6Å [21] . In the jellium model, the SAE potential for VB electrons is given by [34] 
where d is the thickness of the Mg slab and U 0 = ε F + W . The Fermi energy is ε F = 7.08 eV [29] and the work function W = 3.66 eV [35] . The metal-vacuum-interface positions are defined at |z i | = d/2. The completely delocalized VB states are obtained by diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian,
This results in 34 occupied states below the Fermi level that cover a bandwidth of ∼7 eV. Of these, the lowest and highest occupied jellium states are shown in Fig. 1 .
Chulkov model
The Chulkov potential [21] has the general parametrized form
It is symmetric with respect to the center of the magnesium slab at z = 0 ( In particular, the image-plane position for the Mg(0001) surface follows from (17) and the four independent parameters given above as z im = (d − a s )/2 + 3.46 [21] . Since the metalvacuum interface position in the Chulkov model is not well defined due to the decrease of (17) toward the vacuum, we choose it to be identical with the image plane position and set |z i | = z im . In calculations with Chulkov initial states, we therefore assume the onsets of the Volkov final-state damping in (4) and screening for the IR laser electric field in (12) use for jellium initial states (|z i | = d/2) is consistent with the probability density of the highest occupied VB state for the Chulkov potential extending over a slightly larger spatial range than the probability density of the highest occupied jellium state [ Fig. 1(b) ].
Diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian, −∂ 2 /(2∂z 2 ) + U C (z), yields 35 occupied projected VB states below the Fermi level. All VB states are highly delocalized (Fig. 1) . Relating electronic energies to the Fermi level ε F , we find the lowest and highest occupied states at LS = −6.90 eV and HS = −0.10 eV, respectively. For the 31-layer Mg thin film we thus calculated the projected VB width according to HS − LS = 6.80 eV. This value exceeds the band width measured for Mg(0001) single crystals (6.15 eV) [37] . Two surface states with energies 1 SS = −1.53 eV and 2 SS = −1.46 eV are located inside the ∼1.1 eV-wide band gap covering the interval between −1.94 eV and −0.8 eV. Our values for the two surface-state energies are close to the measured value (∼−1.6 eV) [37] . The wave function of the energetically lower surface state is shown in Fig. 1(a) , together with the wave functions for the lowest VB state within both the Chulkov and jellium model. The wave functions of the highest occupied VB state in either model are shown in Fig. 1(b) .
C. Emission from core-level states
Zero-bandwidth model
The localized CL states can be modeled by zero-bandwidth tight-binding initial wave functions [18, 25] . These wave functions are constructed by superimposing identical isolated 2p atomic wave functions φ 2p with binding energy ε i = ε 2p that are centered at the lattice points {z j } of the substrate,
where k 
Chulkov-Yukawa model
In the Chulkov-Yukawa model [17, 22, 28] , the effective potential for the 2p CL states is modeled by combining the Yukawa potential,
with the Chulkov potential (16). The effective CL potential The energetically highest 2p CL wave functions have enhanced amplitudes at the slab surfaces (Fig. 3) . This is consistent with the fact that the Mg 2p CL states have distinct surface and bulk contributions that can be distinguished in measured high-resolution synchrotron 2p CL PE spectra [4] . In contrast, the corresponding zero-bandwidth-model wave functions do not have an enhanced amplitude at the surfaces of the thin film. The energetically lowest 2p CL wave function is strongly enhanced at the slab center, while the zero-bandwidth model predicts a smoothly varying amplitude of the corresponding lowest wave function. As stated earlier, all PE kinetic energies are given relative to F . The detailed energy-and delay-dependent structure of the streaking traces, i.e., the delay-dependent dispersion of the PE wave packet [8] , depends on the MFP λ, XUV-chirp rate β, and NIR skin depth δ L .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Emission from valence
The value of the skin depth in metals for short intense NIR pulses is a matter of ongoing debate. Different recent numerical simulations have reproduced the measured relative streaking delay between VB and CL photoemission from the W(110) surface [3] , employing NIR skin depths of 2Å [17] , ∼ 100Å [18] , and ∼ 400Å [16] . In a previous quantum-mechanical simulation [22] , we used a NIR skin depth of 2Å and the NIR-pulse phase ϕ = 1.22π in (14) to best reproduce the measured [4] streaked PE spectra from a Mg(0001) surface. We therefore first consider the skin depth δ L = 2Å and assume ϕ = 1.22π throughout this work. For XUV pulses without chirp (β = 0) and for λ increasing from 0.5 to 5Å, the COEs of the streaking traces sightly shift towards lower kinetic energies [cf., e.g., Figs. 4(b) and 4(g)]. This is because the electronic probability density of individual jellium initial states with lower energies increases with increasing depth. Their contribution to the total yield thus becomes larger as the MFP increases. The PE spectral width is XUV-NIR-pulse-delay dependent for chirped XUV pulses, and the streaking trace patterns are asymmetric within the delay range of one NIR optical cycle. For negative chirp [Figs. 4(a), 4(d) , 4(f), and 4(i)], the peak intensity of the PE spectrum is reduced in the "up-streaking" delay ranges (defined as with τ increasing final PE kinetic energies), and is enhanced in adjacent "down-streaking" delay ranges (defined as
The streaking-delay-dependent change of the PE spectral profile is more pronounced for λ = 0.5Å than for λ = 5Å (Fig. 4) , irrespective of the chirp of the XUV pulse. This increase of delay-dependent spectral changes with decreasing MFP is due to dominant contributions from the energetically highest occupied VB states to the PE spectrum for λ a s , promoting comparatively narrow spectral profiles. In contrast, for λ > a s , PEs from lower states significantly contribute to the VB PE spectrum, leading to broadened spectral profiles.
For finite NIR skin depth (δ L = 2Å) and infinite MFP, the streaking amplitudes in Figs. 4(k)-4(m) become very small and no longer map the oscillatory character of the NIR electric field. This effect can be traced to the Volkov phase (8): for finite NIR skin depths, the action of the streaking IR laser field is limited to a very small spatial interval on the scale of the NIR wavelength. In addition, for an infinite MFP, electrons that are released within a large spatial range arrive close to the surface where they get exposed to the NIR field. They have thus accumulated different phases that, on average, smear out the streaking oscillations, resulting in nonoscillatory streaking traces. In contrast, for δ L = ∞ and infinite MFP, the familiar oscillatory behavior of streaking energy shifts reappears [Figs. 4(n) and 4(o)]. In this case PEs are streaked immediately following their release upon absorption of an XUV photon, irrespective of the location of their release. Therefore, all PEs accumulate comparable phases relative to the phase of the streaking laser electric field and imprint the same oscillatory delay dependence on the PE yield.
Chulkov initial states
Streaked VB spectra calculated with Chulkov-model initial states for a 31-layer Mg(0001) slab are shown in Fig. 5 . Overall, these photoemission spectra are very similar to those obtained with jellium-model initial states in Fig. 4 . As for the jellium model, the delay-dependent asymmetry of the photoemission yield is reversed by changing the sign of the XUV chirp parameter, and the spectral peak intensity of the photoemission spectra is reduced in the up-streaking delay ranges for negative XUV chirp. For both initial state 033849-5 Despite these similarities, closer inspection reveals that the peak intensities of PE spectra for fixed XUV-NIR delays appear at different energies within the Chulkov and jellium models (Fig. 6) . As the MFP decreases from 5.0Å to 0.5Å, the peak energy as a function of the XUV chirp rate shifts by a larger amount, with a larger increase in peak yield, for the Chulkov model. These dependencies for the two initial-state models imply that band-structure effects influence streaked PE spectra. In turn, the comparison of measured and calculated streaked PE spectra might be used to scrutinize electronic band-structure models.
For infinite NIR skin depth and infinite MFP, both initialstate models predict COE shifts that oscillate in phase with the negative vector potential (−A L ) of the streaking laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 7 . For infinite NIR skin depth (in practice, for skin depths that are much larger than the electron MFP) nonzero VB photoemission streaking time delays relative to −A L are thus due to finite MFPs [18] and appear to necessitate the scattering of PEs during their propagation inside the solid. Interestingly, for finite electron MFPs, the VB photoemission delay is only weakly dependent on both MFP and the screening of the streaking field inside the solid (Fig. 8) . For MFPs λ between 0 and 8Å and NIR skin depth δ L between 2Å and ∞, both initial-state models predict photoemission delay changes of less than 12 as. For jellium initial states, the VB photoemission delay is independent of the electron MFP and NIR skin depth for 1Å λ 8Å. In contrast, for Chulkov initial states, the magnitude of the photoemission delay gradually increases by 10 as, as λ increases from 0. to 5Å. It continues to increase at a much slower rate as λ increases beyond 5Å.
For screened NIR streaking fields and skin depth δ L = 2Å, the photoemission delay changes by less than 7 as for 1Å λ 8Å (Fig. 8) . However, this change and the VB photoemission time delay depend on the position at which the onset of the NIR-field screening is assumed. Therefore, while comparing photoemission time delays derived from Chulkov and jellium initial states, one needs to keep in mind that the jellium electron probability density decays faster with the distance from the slab than the probability density of Chulkov initial states, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . For consistency, this suggests that the onset of NIR-field screening for Chulkov initial states should be taken at a slightly larger distance from the topmost lattice plane of the substrate than for jellium initial states. By shifting the interface position by 0.6 to z i = z im + 0.6, the magnitude of the VB photoemission time delays calculated with Chulkov initial states increases by ≈6 as (magenta asterisks and dotted line in Fig. 8 ). This increase is consistent with the classical propagation time of ≈5 as needed by the PE to travel a distance of 0.6 with a kinetic energy of 115 eV. It also moves streaking delays calculated within the Chulkov model closer to the delays obtained within the jellium model for λ = 5Å. Figure 9 shows streaked photoemission spectra, calculated by modeling the 2p initial states within the zero-bandwidth model for different MFPs, XUV-chirp rates, and NIR skin depths. Overall, the 2p streaking traces are similar to the VB streaking traces in Fig. 4 . As for VB photoemission, for λ = ∞ and δ L = 2Å, we do not obtain the familiar oscillating streaking traces. However, the spectral shape of the 2p streaking pattern in Fig. 9 is even less dependent on the MFP for finite values of λ, and the τ -dependent 2p PE spectral profile is more sensitive to the XUV chirp than the VB PE spectral profiles in Fig. 4 . Comparing the streaking patterns in Fig. 9 for δ L = 2 with those for δ L = ∞, we find that the screening of the streaking field modifies the XUV-NIR-pulse-delay dependent change of the 2p PE dispersion, most significantly for λ = ∞. Figure 10 shows streaked photoemission spectra, calculated by modeling the 2p initial states within the Chulkov-Yukawa model for different MFPs, XUV-chirp rates, and NIR skin depths. We find no major differences between the photoemission profiles obtained within the zero-bandwidth and ChulkovYukawa models in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. However, the PE yields calculated with zero-bandwidth initial state for λ = 1Å exceed those obtained with Chulkov-Yukawa initial states. This is compatible with the dominantly contributing energy initial states in the zero-bandwidth model having larger probability density at the top layers of the magnesium film than for the Chulkov-Yukawa potential (cf. Fig. 3) .
B. Emission from core-level states
Zero-bandwidth initial states
Chulkov-Yukawa initial states
A detailed quantitative comparison of 2p PE spectra obtained for the two initial-state models is presented in Fig. 11 for the fixed XUV-NIR pulse delay τ = −0.79 fs and λ = 4Å. All PE spectra map the Gaussian temporal profile of the XUV pulse. The large difference in the electronic probability density distribution of CL states modeled in zero-bandwidth and Chulkov-Yukawa approximation shown in Fig. 3 does not result in easily distinguishable differences in the PE spectral profiles. This implies that the spectral profile of the 2p PE wave 033849-7 
packet is determined by the XUV pulse and the screening of the NIR streaking field. The dominant transfer of the XUV-pulse spectral profile to the PE wave packet for 2p CL emission is consistent with the spectral profiles for CL emission in Fig. 11 depending more sensitively on the XUV chirp than the profiles shown for VB emission in Fig. 6 .
As for VB emission (cf. Fig. 7 ), for infinite NIR skin depth and infinite MFP, both 2p initial-state models predict COE shifts of the streaking traces that oscillate in phase with the negative vector potential (−A L ) of the streaking laser pulse (Fig. 12) . As discussed at the end of Sec. III A 1 above for VB emission, we again confirm for 2p CL emission that for infinite NIR skin depth nonzero photoemission streaking time delays relative to −A L require finite MFPs, i.e., the scattering of released 2p PEs during their propagation inside the solid.
The dependence of the 2p photoemission delay [relative to the phase of the streaking field (−A L )] on the electron MFP and the NIR skin depth of the streaking field is shown in Fig. 13 . Compared to VB photoemission (cf. Fig. 8 ), for efficient screening of the streaking field (δ L = 2Å), the 2p photoemission time delay more significantly changes with the electron MFP. For 2p CL emission, the photoemission delay increases by ≈50 as within the zero bandwidth and ≈65 as within the Chulkov-Yukawa model as λ increases from 1Å to 8Å. In contrast, for an unscreened NIR streaking field (δ L = ∞), the photoemission delay increases by only ≈10 as for both initial-state models over the same MFP interval. The magnitude of the photoemission time delay for Chulkov-Yukawa initial states is smaller than the magnitude of the delay obtained with the zero-bandwidth model for the same MFP and skin depth values, especially for finite skin depth. The significant difference in the photoemission delay between the two 2p initial-state models is due to the significantly different probability density distributions of their initial-state wave functions (cf. Fig. 3 ). photoemission delay is given as the average traveling time, (λ − δ L )/v e , a PE needs to move from its release location at z = z i − λ to the onset of the streaking field at z = z i − δ L at a constant speed v e . For example, a 2p PE released at the distance λ = 4Å below the interface position travels for about 40 as before entering the streaking field with δ L = 2Å. This classical travel time agrees with the difference of our quantummechanically calculated results between δ L = 2Å and ∞ for Chulkov-Yukawa initial states (Fig. 13) . Similarly, for λ = 6Å, the quantum-mechanical prediction of the 2p photoemission delay is ∼60 as, close to the classical estimation of ∼80 as. Figure 14(a) shows the dependence of the 2p photoemission delay predicted by the two initial-state models on the skin depth of the streaking field for λ = 4Å. The change of the photoemission delay between δ L = 2Å and ∞ predicted by the zero-bandwidth model is 10 as less than that predicted within the Chulkov-Yukawa model. The dependence of the photoemission delay on the skin depth is stronger for smaller values of the skin depth. Within the Chulkov-Yukawa model, we find that the photoemission delay decreases by ≈40 as for δ L increasing from 0 to 6Å. As δ L further increases to ∞, the delay continues to decrease by 20 as. The difference in photoemission delays between the two initial-state models reduces from 20 as to 8 as as we increase the NIR skin depth from 0 to ∞. As for VB photoemission, streaked CL photoemission time delays depend on the position at which the NIR-field screening is assumed to start. If we shift the interface position from z i = z im to z i = z im + 0.6, the photoemission time delay for Chulkov-Yukawa initial states changes by ≈4 as (magenta asterisks and dotted line in Fig. 13 ), in qualitative agreement with the classical estimate of 6.5 as needed by a PE to travel a distance of 0.6 at a kinetic energy of 68 eV. The shift of ≈4 as is comparable with the shift of ≈6 as we found for VB photoemission for the same change of the onset of NIR screening (cf. Fig. 8) . From this study, we estimate that the not well-defined onset of NIR screening at the surface of the magnesium slab induces an uncertainty of ≈2 as in the relative photoemission delay τ V B−2p . This uncertainty lies well within the experimental error, ±20 as, for τ V B−2p in the experiment of Neppl et al. [4] , so that more accurate estimates for the onset of NIR screening cannot be deduced from the available experimental data.
Since the VB photoemission time delays for both jellium and Chulkov initial states are comparatively insensitive to variations of the streaking-field skin depth, the dependence of the relative delay τ V B−2p on the streaking-field skin depth is decided by the sensitivity of 2p CL photoemission to the skin depth as shown in Fig. 14(b) . The difference between the relative delay τ V B−2p based on Chulkov VB and 2p Chulkov-Yukawa initial states and that based on jellium VB and 2p zero-bandwidth initial states, increases from 7 as to 28 as, as the skin depth decreases from ∞ to 0. For a skin depth of 2Å, the jellium VB and 2p zero-bandwidth initial states give rise to a relative delay τ V B−2p that exceeds in magnitude the error range of the experimental delay [4] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have systematically investigated the dependence of NIR-streaked XUV photoemission spectrograms and time delays for photoemission from a Mg(0001) surface on the modeling of the initial VB and CL electronic states, the electron MFP, and the skin depth of the NIR streaking field. For delocalized VB states, the XUV-NIR delay-dependent dispersion of the PE spectral profiles, as mapped in streaked PE spectra, is sensitive to the XUV chirp and depends on the electronic band structure, electron MFP, and the screening of the NIR streaking field.
The streaked photoemission time delay for emission from the VB is found to be less sensitive to details of the Mg(0001) electronic band structure, electron MFP, and the screening of the NIR streaking field than the delay for CL emission (Figs. 8 and 13 ). For photoemission from the localized CL band states, the XUV-NIR delay-dependent dispersion of the PE spectral profile is more sensitive to the XUV chirp than for VB emission due to the narrow bandwidth of the 2p band (Figs. 6 and 11) . We found no significant differences in the VB PE spectral profiles for jellium and Chulkov initial states (Figs. 4 and 5) . Similarly, the CL PE spectral profiles calculated with zero-bandwidth and Chulkov-Yukawa initial states are very similar (Figs. 9 and 10) .
For different initial-state models, the large discrepancy between electronic probability density distributions gives rise to significant variations in the photoemission time delay difference between CL and VB emission. The vanishing relative time delay between VB and 2p CL photoemission from a Mg(0001) surface in the experiment of Neppl et al. [4] is reproduced (within the experimental error bar) only with the more realistic model potentials (Chulkov VB and 2p ChulkovYukawa initial states) in the quantum-mechanical simulations discussed in this work. While this tends to validate our use of these initial-state models, we need to point out, however, that the relative streaking delays between photoemission from VB and CL states also depend on different (energy-dependent) MFPs and the efficient screening of the streaking field at the surface.
The values we adopted for the MFPs (5Å and 4Å for emission from the VB and 2p CL band, respectively) and NIR skin depth (δ L = 2Å) are in accordance with the MFPs suggested in Refs. [4, 34, 38] and the skin depth for free-electron metals calculated in Ref. [39] . The agreement between our quantum-mechanical and the experimental relative streaking time delay [4] gives us confidence in applying the Chulkov and Chulkov-Yukawa initial-state models, together with carefully determined values of the MFP and NIR skin depth, to future investigations of the dependence of streaked photoemission spectra on the substrate properties (and thickness of adsorbate layers) of different (adsorbate-covered) surfaces.
